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t-i~o tAieb:f•ies .o.f tim¢ · pe:r.'oept·i·on, ·t·h.e. _s_:torag-e· ·s1ze theory 
~ .. - .. 
an.a 't~h·e ·1nput- re:g.is.t·e·:r· -t-heory.. Th.e :i.·nput· regis'ter theory 
h-olds th~t per·.c.eiv·e .. a~ duration is a. function qf the level 
o·f input st.:im.u.lF.tt·lon ··a·uring the ·1nterval, _ whll.e· the storage 
s1-7.,e t;t1-eor7r :h:·0·1.0.fr thnt perce:1.v~d. duration 1s. a. function or· 
' t·h-~· .st:o.r/3.;g.e· ·$i_z:.e.' t,he m.e.ntor1es ass.ociated to. the interval 
.. 
in q~est·iort. 
;F'drty eight human subjects were given a time-d.ur·a.t1on 
:c,.ompt1r1.·son problem using a five minute standard and a five 
--.mi.nti-t·e oompar.1s,on interval wh:os-e.·rej_a-tive d.ura.tion was to 
be e·sti.:mBt:ed. by· .:t.:h-e $Ub.je.ct .• - Eight. subgroups,· ea.ch with 
s1-x -sl1:·b,j:·ect·s, :~le-re: .:for.rtte:d to ... t:est the effects of three 
V/ar,fables· ,- ea.c·h wltn two- ·1_-evels, on· storage size and dur-
:ation :J.u·:d.-gment·s... ·The·r·e. were two different stimulus o~ders, 
a.bse·n.c··e cYf a S·t_ilrtuJ.-us toward whic.h the subjec.t 1na.y have 
·be .. e_r1 G 1.:re·o:ted ·to· attend. 'l1he two orders were a random 
.pre=se:n··t.q·ti<)n · of ten .sounds presented twenty times each, 
• 
,' 
. \ --
·.A.n_n an .cYrdered. pre:sentat:ion of t-he same :ten sound.s presented-·, 
,twent·y- .tt mes c.ons:.e·cutivelY. This experiment .was performed 
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Qr.n~t-et.n. {1.9.6 .. 9.>) f'ou:na.: a :di·ff.Etren·ce i:n, pe,.rc·:=e.t,re·a_ dur-
:Eiti.o:r-1. nro-c}·1J..C'e-d· PY th.e: twt) s::t·1.rnu1·u:s. Cir·d-er=:s. :T·h.1's. f:·tnd.ing 
' . . . . 
e 
at·1-c>n ·we-r.e r1.o:t: stiA;n:i·-r·i;carttJ _ _.:y· ~-_f:f~·;ct·~q by .. t·h_e exJ)erlmental 
... ·th_e 1~'npu·t· r.e:g.i_ste::r h.y·:p.othesis a.ncl to the storage size· 
·theory. It was conclud.ed tha.t· a study of individ.ual d.if-
ferences would. be ·a. pr-om.is:i.ng· ,area ctf ·ruture study. for 
this problem. 
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ABSTRACT 
·S-tu·dies of the Effects of Perceptual and 
, , Cogn1 tive Processing on Perceived Duration 
Three experiments were performed in order to test 
t.w:o· theories of time perception, the storage size theory 
·f ·arta. the input register theory. The input register theory 
holds that perceived duration is a function of the level 
of input stimulation during the interval, while the storage· 
size theory holds that perceived duration is a function of 
th.e storage size the memories associated to the interval 
in question. 
Forty eight human subjects were given a time-duration 
compsrisori problem using a_five minute standard and a five 
·minute comparison -interval whose relative duration was to 
-be estimated by the subject. Eight subgroups, each with 
six subjects, were formed to test the effects of three 
r Vqrla bles., each with two levels, on storage size and dur-, 
' 
.at ion jud.gments. There were two different stimulus orders, 
positive or non-attention instructions, and presence or 
. .' 
absence of a. stimulus toward which the subject may have 
been d.irected to attend. The two orders were a random 
/ 
=presentation of ten sounds presented twenty times each, 
and an ordered presentation of the same ten sounds p~esented 
twenty times consecutively. This experiment was performed 
three times using three different groups of foriy-eight 
1. 
r 
. -- t . 
L 
:; . 
. ~ ·, ~ 
,· 
'}:: 
,subjects, with variations ~n instructions and standards 
used. 
Ornstein ( 1969-) found. a difference in perce1 ved dur-
ation produced by the two stimulus orders. This finding 
'Jfa§ used by 0''.r:n.s·t·e:l.·n ·t·o sup11ort the storage size theory. 
It was hypothesized that findings for the duration est1-. 
mates and no correspond.ing findings for the storage sizes 
would be support for the input register theory • 
.... 
Contrary to expectation, judgments of perceived 
duration were not significantly affected by the exper1~ 
\ 
mental cond1 tions. This .set of results l"laS contrary t9 
both the input register hypot~es1s and to the storage size 
theory. It was concluded that a study of 1nd.1v1.dual 
d t·fferences would be a prom1s 1ng area of future study 
for this problem. 
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INTRODUCTI.ON, 
I:n .h·1·s book, On the Experience of Time• ( 1969) , R. 
·E: .• Orstein presents a unified.·, systematic account of the 
' 
experience of duration. In this work Ornstein proposes 
·1;:i.nd d.emonstrates that a major determinant of retrospec-
tively perceived duration is what he calls the "storage 
~~, 
$ize" of an interval. Ornstein defines _(p. 83) the 
.storage s1ze of a.n interval as the size of "the contents 
o:f memory storage indexed to a particular interval" • 
• 
. Th:is 1s operationally defined by Ornstein as the number 
of words· needed by the subject, to describe· his memory of 
the events which occurred d.uring the interval whose per-
-
ceived. d.uration is to be estimated (p. 92). Storage size 
is measured under the instruction that requests the sub-
ject to describe the events as if hewer$ describing the 
events to .a friend (p. 92.). 
The findings of a.n experiment, {Exp. IX), performed 
by Ornstein on the effects of re·cod1ng of the ·st1mulu.s 
were crucial to his argument that storage size determines 
iretrospectively perceived duration. In this experiment 
the word "ma.n" was presented over its mirror image im· 
script writing to subjects as a stimulus. See Fig. 1 for 
a copy of this stimulus. This complex stimulus was .bi-
laterally symetri al across its horizontal centerline with 
the top half being the word "man". Subjects looked at this 
,, 
.P 
.•:· 
-·~ 
, ·I 
' 
i 
. ~ .• 
Figure 1. 
The Word "Man" over its Mirror Image 
.. 
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oo,rn;ple;x. ~.t·im:Y:,l·us for twenty seconds and. after perceiving 
t·.h.e .s.t1rn··ul·u:s ·e1 ther were g1ven no instruction or· set, 
given R simplifying set that the stimulus was the figure 
! 
of ari insect, or given an even more s1mpl1fy1ng set that 
the stimulus was the word "ma.n" written over 1 ts mirror 
imq.ge. They all then gave duration estimates of the time 
the stimulus was viewed and wrote storage size descriptions 
of the events. Subjects given no set reported the greatest 
experien9ed duration and used the greatest number of words 
to describe the stimulus; subjects given the inseot_ set 
reported less duration and used an intermediate number of 
words to describe the stimulus, and. subjects given the "man" 
coae reported the least duration and used the le~st number 
of words to describe the stimulus. The varia. tions in·. num-
ber of words used demonstrates .the effectiveness -of the 
different sets in manipulating complexity of storage. 
This experiment is cited as a demonstration that storage 
size is the major determinant of retrospectively perceived 
duration. When the stimulation is held constant and dif-
\ ferential re~oding instructions follow it, perceived dur-
ation is affected. When storage is ma.nipul~·ted by admini-
stration of appropriate sets qfter the stimuli have been 
presented, d.uratlon estimates are selectively affected. 
In another experiment in which stimulus order was 
varied, (Exp. III), Ornstein demonstrated :that·rand9m or 
ordered presentation of the stimuli produced differences 
s. 
I 
i 
ih experienced d~ration. In this experiment subjects were 
presented both the ordered stimulus sequene~ and the random 
sequence and directly comp~red the duration of the one 
stimulus order to the other. The random presentat1oh lead 
to greater experienced duration than the ordered sequence. 
Ornstein.explained these effects by assuming that they 
operate through manipulation of storage size, which then 
produces its ert·ects of experienced dura·tton. Tr1is pro-
cedure could possibly result in d1f~erences in attention 
to the stimuli and in consequent variations in the number 
of events noticed. because of habituation. (Thompson and 
Spencer, 1966.) Therefore, another possible explanation, 
f 
mentioned and. lA.ter discounted by Ornstein, for these ef-
fects is the input register hypothesis, the number of events 
which occur and. are noticed. The input register refers to 
the effects of the number of stimulus events which were 
perceived.;· storage size refers to the size of the memories 
which are associated with the events which occurred in the 
past. Any retained information about the number. of events· 
1s considered by Ornstein as making up part of the storage 
size of an 1rtterve.l. 
In our view, storage size, which is derived from mem-
ories of the events which took place, need not be the only 
~·eterminant of retrospectively perceived duration, as Orn-
stein says 1 t 1s·. Factors other than s-tor,e.ge size could 
conceivably also effect duration estimates~ as well as 
6. 
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; 
! 
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)' 
i 
storage size. 
On the basis of all his evidence, Ornstein rightly 
judged that the input register hypothesis is superfluous 
and thQ t the a.a ta explained by 1 t can be explained ·as well 
·by the storage size hypothesis, which was the only viable 
explanation for all of the data from Ornstein'-s experiments. 
But this does not show that the input register hypothesis 
1S false and that rtcannot affect duration experience in-
depen~ently ·of storage size. It merely makes it unpar-~ 
simonious to hold to the input register hypothesis without 
any separate confirmation of it. It seems that.Ornste1n's 
jud.gment was tha.t the input register cannot affect duration 
experience because storage size controls duration. This 
assertion that the storage size is necessarily the only 
factor which controls duration is equivalent to saying th~t 
the bA.se of .a triangle controls 1 ts area without 1nvest1-
gat1on of the role of its height. Thus we can rightly con-
sid.er that th-e evidence does not disprove the in:put regis-
ter hypothesis. In our view, the input register should not 
be quickly discounted. 
The input register hypothesis has been subjected to 
question on logical grounds. It is d1~f1cult to see, ex-
cspt through storage siz~. how stimuli and mental operations· 
which occur in the past, and are, accessed through long term 
memory. can affect a. jud.gmen.t which. occurs several minutes 
after the experience.· Logic seems to demand that the level 
7. 
~-
;., • j 
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of input st.imulation a.nd, mental operat1on9 during an 1rt-
terval cqnnot affect a judgment of d.uration which occurs 
several minutes later unless these previously experienced 
stimuli qnd oper~tions are remembered and the size o~ ·the 
tnemory used a.s the basis of the jud.gment. Thus a retro-
spebtive 1udgment of elapsed duration would have to be 
.based on the size of the memories of the events which took 
pl~ce. Therefore it could be held that "mental content" 
ca.nnot be 1 ts elf a factor in d.uration judgments which occur 
aftier the fact. According to this theory, only memori 1es 
ofrmental content, a storage size variable, can affect 
judgments 1 of elapsed duration. 
In our view, it is possible that during the experien-
cing o~ a set of stimuli, duration ~or the exper1enries may 
be coded into the experiences and associated with it. 
While representations of the experiences are being stored 
in memory, memories of its duration can also be stored. 
Thus long term d.ura.tion experience may be based on short 
·term time of immediate memory. This memory of duration, 
coded with the experience, may be based on characteristics 
of-the stimulation and also on the characteristics of the 
response:s being per~ormed.: When the duration o~ an inter-
val is t·o be estimated, the subject "ad.ds up". the duration, 
for the total experience from the totality of the memories 
' 
of the· durations of the mental operations w1th1~ the in-
terval. Thus in this. view; the judgment of retrospective 
a • 
.. 
,. 
" t 
r 
. --~ 
' ' 
. perceived :~:u::r:a:tion could also be based on elements of the · 
original st.1.m=ul1=ttion and their associated durations long 
after th:~ ori:ginqtl cortical representations have ceased · 
:t·a· .. e.x·1.s·t. ·s~,e f 1gure. 2· for a flow chart of this theory. 
ThJ.s: t:he·o'r.y= ·differs from Ornstein' s· in that in his theory, 
:.duration is constructed from the size of remaining memories 
-of previous mental operations, and not from a number o·f 
' 
l 
:memories of duration as well. In the theory here pres.ented, 
-memories of the various mental operations Are each consid-
ered to hgve an inherently associated memory for its dur-
ation. This theory is not unreasonable, because it can be 
considered that presently occurring mental operations are 
. capable of hqving this associated. duration memory since 
mental phenomena must occur within time; as Kant puts it, 
t1m·e ::t_s· ·the precondi t1on for there to be any mental oper-
att.qp o~ experience at all •. In other words, in our theory 
.mental operations may take place within time. rather than 
t,itme occurring only a.s a result of mental operations, as 
.O'rns te 1 n says. 
Our theory is supported by Vroons wo~k (1970) oA the 
effects of the processing of information by the subject. 
His subjects hqd to perform a d1scr1mina.t1on by pressing 
two keys for two different tone frequencies. The subjects_ 
were operating at near peak capacity ln m~k1ng sixty binary 
c.ho1ces per minute, a.nd also a.t a more comfortable rate of 
thirty choices per minute. When the tones were presented 
9. 
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l 
at a higtier rate, experienced duration contracted,Jcontrary 
to whR.t O~nstein's theory would predict. The finding that 
d~ration experience is shorter with the high rate can be 
exnlgined by our theory by assuming that under the heavier 
cognitive load, the subjects did not have the chance to 
store the duration memories, whereas und.er the lower rate 
they had.some chance to store them. 
This theory also makes sense o~ the phenomena of seem-
ingly interminable ·states of boredom. In these conditions, 
the subject is painfully aware of all the duration cues 
and the slow passage of·t1me. Awarene~s of these promotes 
their effective strorage and retrieval, just as awareness 
speeds any learning phenomena and aids its retention and 
recall •. 
In order to demonstrate that events noticed or input 
re~ister variables can effect experienced duration, it is 
necessary to show that manipulation of the events noticed 
.ma.Y lead. to a.s·soo1~.ted chqnges in experienc·ed duration 
without also affecting measures of the associated storage 
size.. Thus one would. hqve to establish a. relationship· 
... between the input register and duration experience with 
storage size unrelated to the duration estimates. 
We CAnriot directly measure the input register as 1t 
is occurring without interfering with the time judgment. 
We can, however, make reasonable inferences b~sed on pre-
. 
v1ous knowledge about the effects of the stimulus order 
11. 
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. ·. ·.. . 
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-~:nd ex-pe·.r·tmentally q,nalyze the effects of attention instrue-
, 
t.10·:ris. ~f non-correspondences can be shown between measures 
tif storage size and. perceived d.ura.tion and correspondences 
.'-\ 
cAn be shown between the events not·iced and perceived dur-
ation, these findings would support the modified input 
r~gi~ter hypothesis. 
A. three way factorial experiment was ·used to test· for . 
correspondences and non-correspondences between assumptions 
.. 
·i 
about levels of input stimulation and perceived duration 
and between storage size and perceived duration. The three 
factors 1n this experiment were attention and non-attention 
instructions, ordered or random stimulus sequence, and 
presence or A.bsence of the stimulus toward which the subject 
may be directed to attend. 
The rg.ndom ord.er of presentation of ten ·sounds pre-
sented tw.enty times each cs;i.n be reasonably expected to lead 
to. a greater .registration of the input than an ordered pre-
. senta.t1on of twenty repetitions of one sound,· then twenty 
repetitions of the next, until all ten sounds qre each pre-
sented twenty times. This result should occur because in 
the ordered~condit1on habituation should lead to some fail-
' . 
i. 
ure to register all the input, whereas in the random sequence 
each sound should. tend. to elicit a.n orienting reaction, re-
sulting in greater registration of the input. (Sokolov, 
1961). Attention instructions, in which the Sis asked to 
-
press a ·button whenever he hears a particular sound, not 
12. 
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-dfi~ of th~ ten sounds, Cqn be expected to lead to a some-
what greater registration of the input than under no ex~ 
plicit or implicit attention instructions. Likewise, a 
relatively small but real difference in the number of input 
stimuli will result from the addition of the attention 
\stimuli to the conditions calling for them. 
An interaction between the type of stimulus order end. 
Attention instructions can be reasonably expected to affect 
duration estimates if the size of the input register af-
fects d'.uration experience. When stimuli appear in a 
stereotyped sequence of twenty repetitions of one stimulus, 
then twenty repetitions of the next until all ten stimulus 
ty·pes qre pr~sented, we expected that Ss who have not been 
-
given attention instructions will not pay nearly as close 
attention as they would. when the stimuli appear randomly. 
But 1~1 th the su.bjects under attention instructions, we ex-
T pect tha.t there· will be a lesser difference in the amount 
I. 
-~·. 
noticed between the ordered and random conditions. Scholl-
a.nder (1960) ·has demonstrated that with more alert subjects, 
habituation proceeds more slowly. Thus 1f these assumptions 
about the input register are correct, and if the input reg1s-·· . 
ter can affect duration experience,· then an interaction 
should appear in the duration estimates between attention 
instructions and the type of stimulus order. Meas~res of 
the associated storage size under these conditions should 
be a1'fected by the type of 1~nstruot1ons a.nd the type of 
) 
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·s:-t:im.tf:1~Us order, with rand.om sequences 9nd positive atten-
·tLon instructions causing greater storage size. There is 
no .reqson to expect an interaction between the st1mulu~ 
ord·e·t.,. and the :type of instructions for the storage size 
·dqt~. If these two predictions are borne out and there 
i·s no interAction in estimates of storage size but there 
· is an interaction in the duration estimates, this would 
be cleqr evidence that the number of events noticed may 
~ffect judgments of perceived duration without also affec-
ting ·,1ud.gments of storage size. 
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EXPERIMENT I 
,IYJ: ET I-IO D 
~ubjects~ Forty eight mqle high school students 
-~an~ing in qge from thirteen to seventeen were recruited 
-.. fr·orn a wrestling clinic held e.t Lehigh University from 
A.U~ust 7 to 14, 1971. Subjects were run in groups of 
six. Subjects were randomly assigned to each of the con-
ditions of the experiment. See Table 1 for a complete 
11st of the experimental conditions. 
r1ater1als, A master tape recording of ten different 
$:ouna s was pr.epared. These ten sounds were similar to the 
sounds .used by Ornstein in his Experiment III (1969) on 
the effects of stimulus order. The ten different sounds· 
were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Two brushes brushing together. 
A quick three note trill on an Ideal 
soprano recorder. 
A typewriter key striking the roller. 
A quick turn of the typewriter roller. 
A quick wind of a clock. 
Zipping a zipper. 
Tearing paper. 
The clink of a laboratory chemical 
solution bottle (one liter size) when 
struck by a piece of metal. 
Blowing across the mouth of the bottle. 
A rubber band twanged. 
.) i 
The ·ten saunas of the ffiqSter tape were _used to prepare two 
tRpes by successive splicing. In each of these two tapes 
the ten sounds were each presented twenty ti·mes at the rate 
of one sound ~very 1.5 seconds. One of the two tapes had. 
the sound.s presentedv in a random order, -constrained by 
15. 
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Group 
Number 
1 
,. 
.... 
2._: . 
i3.-
:4 
:5. .. 
6: 
7· 
8: 
TABLE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
s·timulus 
Order 
Rand.om 
R!!l.ndom 
Random 
Random 
• 
Ordered 
Ordered 
O·rc1 ered 
Ord.ered 
.... 
Instruction 
Positive Attention 
Positive Attention 
Non-Attention 
Non-Attention 
Positive Attention 
Positive Attention 
Non-Attention 
Non-Attention 
·' 
16. 
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Attention 
Stimulus· 
Present 
Absent 
Present 
Absent 
Present 
~Absent 
Present 
Absent 
' 
,: 
,; 
. •A.. .,., • 
. ·, .. 
\ .• 
.•, 
.• _f . 
·l 
.. 
t·he-. ·.ccfn .. d.it.lon· ·t·hat e.f1.qt-i ·o·.f ·t·he ten sounds appear twenty 
·times. Th:e o·tbe·r tape had the sounds presented in an 
-ord .. ered fB.shion, with twenty presentations of one sound 
. a·:·na·. ·t·hen .. t·wenty presentations of the next and so forth. 
T~e _sp~cift~ order of the thirty second blocks of ea.ch 
'· 
~oun~ wa~ r~ndomly chosen. 
· Tape recorded general instructions were prepared. 
These described the supposed purpose of the study and in-
s.·t,ructed. the S 1n the application ·of f1nger "GSR" eleo-
-
trodes. These electrodes were used as a deception to get 
the Ss to remove their watches so they could not be used 
-
for the ttme judgment. 
A section of white noise five minutes long W8S t~pe 
:frecord.ed to serve as a standard stimulus. Tape· recorded 
positive at·tention instructions were prep~red. Subjects 
were :asked tb pay close attention to the s6unds and to . 
•• 
pµ.sh a button which was provid.ed wheneyer he heard a. 
sp_e·c.ial attention stimulus. This stimulus. was the ringing 
./ 
~fan alarm clock. 
Tape recorded non-attention instructions were pre-
pared. These .instructions were prepared to act as a filler 
to equate the instruction period. for the non-attention con-
ditions. Debriefing instructions were also prepared as a 
tB.pe recording. 
• 
The sequence of instructions and stimuli for each of 
l?. 
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the eight c-·on.a:1t.lons w.as recorded from the above tapes so 
· that a single. tstpe- f·o:r· eqch of the eight conditions CRrried 
the entire prese.ntation. f-or that g;roup. Thus eight t,9pes 
wer~ m~ae up. All eight conditions were presented iri this 
, qr.d.e:r. the p;enerA.l instructions, fi;ve minute white noise . 
-sec.ti on, po~i tive or non-attention instructions, random 
or ordered sounds sequence with at\ention stimuli super-
lJ1).'posed or not presented, and finally the debriefing 1n-
:st·ru.c·t1ons • 
A button was provided for the subject to push when 
he heard the attention stimulus in order to give cred1b11~ 
ity to the attention task. 
A data gathering questionnaire was prepared with a 
line eight centimeters long to represent the duration of 
the white noise segment. A second line sixteen centimeters 
long was to he ~arked by the§ to indicate his percep~ion 
·. '.of the relative length of' the sound· presentation period. 
The storage size data was also collected in this question-
naire. The ins true tions to d.escri be in writing the eve.nts 
du~ing the sound presentation period were g1ven·w1th a 
suitable space for the subject's responses! A copy of ~this 
questionnaire is given 1n Appendix I. 
The tapes were played by an Ampex tape recorder to· 
. . 
t:he six Ss who were in each group. The' Ss were in isola-
- -
t:ion from ea.ch other in 1nd1 vidua.l cubicles. The cubicles, 
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·c:<:fnta.l.rte·d: a t.abl_:-e, chair, finger ring electrodes, head-
:P.h.cne.s, r·esponse button if the condition called for 1 t. 
· ele.c.trod e paste on a 3" x 5" CR.rd_, a box for jewelry and 
the questionnaire and pencil in a. seRled. envelope. 
Procedure: Subjects were run in groups of six accord-
:ing to a rand.om 11st of conditions. The order of cond1 tions 
was randomly c:hosen and. subjects signed up for the block 
which they chose, without any knowledge of which condition 
they had chosen. Subjects were seated in.individual cubi-
cles in. isolation from each other and were told to put on 
th-e headphones a.nd. follow the directions given over the 
:headphones. Subjects were then played the tape for their 
.cona.1 t.ion. 
On the tape for their condition subjects heard th~ 
general instructions, the five minute white noise segment, 
\\ 
attention or nop-attention instructions, random orJordered 
=·stimulus sequence, ahd debriefing instructions. The gen-
:e·ra .. 1 1nst-·ruct1ons were: 
·.. . 
Tod.ay we are testing . cognitive and physio-
-Iogical responses to ~arious sounds in.order to 
determine the effects of noise pollution. We 
are going to monitor 'your bodily responses· to 
some sounds and you will also have a phance to 
tell us how you reacted. mentally to the sounds. 
· -:,.le ~re going to mea.sure your gal va.nic skin re-. 
sponse by putting recording electrodes on your 
.. 11.9._na. These electrod.es will be connected to a 
· mr:1.ster record.ing machine which I will run. Since 
the recording machine will measure very small 
changes in the electrical resistqnce of your 
skin, it 1s absolutely necessary that you remove. 
all jewelry such as watches, rings, bracelets, 
19. 
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~tr¢._ from- your hands bebause these could distort 
the redording. Put these items in the box on the 
~h-el f for safekeeping. We will -now give you in-
struct ions for the application of the ring elec-
trodes. Fut on the electrod.es as I describe. 
Before you is a glob of electrode paste which will 
be used to ~1ve a good contact between the elec-
trdrle and your skin. Pick up h~lf of it with the 
1-ndex finger ·of _the left hand. With the right 
hand pick up on~ of the two ring electrodes and 
slide it over the paste on your finger tip to give 
·F.l good contact. In a. similar_ fash1·on place, the 
other ring electrod.e over your ring or third 
finP-;er of the same hand.. (pause) There a.re two 
phases to this experiment. The first phase is 
-a period. of steady "sh" sound. It will be used 
as a neutral stimulus to set up a b~seline meas-
ure for your galvanic skin response. After you 
have heard. the _period of "sh" sound and we have 
set up your baseline for the galvanic skin re-
sponse, we will present other sounds and record 
your hodily responses. Are you ready? Is every-
thlng clear? If you have any questions yell 
right now and we will stop and answer your ques-
tions. 
The positive attention instructions were the 
:following: 
'/. 
-.r· 
Before you is a. button. Please push it -
1~henever you hear an ala.rm clock make this 
:sound. (The attention stimulus was presented-). 
Do it now. ( The sound. was presented again) •. 
During the following sounds period ~he sound 
.of the alarm clock may appear at irregular in-
tervals. You are to push the button with your 
right hand whenever you hear the soundo It is 
crucial that you listen closely and carefully 
for the sound because it may be faint and some-
what difficult to hear. Once again the sound 
you are to push the button for is this sound.-(The sound was presented again). 
The non-attention instructions were: 
We have reached the end of the "sh" sound 
period. and have completed setting up your base-
1 ine for your galvanic skin response. It was 
necessary to present the "sh" sound in order to 
20. 
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·ge,·t a vglin record.ing o·f your galvqnic skin re-
·sponse in the next period. Do not remove your 
headset; you will need it for the next period 
in which we will present sounds. Also do not 
re.move tl1e finger electrodes. because we will 
reco.rd. from them. In the next period we will 
present sounds and record your bodily reactions 
to them: We are now going to present the sounds 
and record your bodily renctions to them. 
In th·e debriefing instructions the subjects were told 
t:ne :fq·llowlng: 
• 
You may remove the electrodes now. A ques-
tionnaire is in the envelope. Please open it 
·ahd fill it out. Please answer all the questions 
to the best of your ability. Please do not 
a.iscuss th.is experiment with other people as 1 t . 
might 1nv~l1d.a.te the results 9.nd cause your a.nd 
my time to have been wasted. If you wish I will 
discuss and explain this experiment to you after 
1 t·· 1s finished. When you finish filling out the 
quest,ionnaire take off your headset and give the 
experimenter your questionnaire. Thank you for 
your cooperation • 
When the tape was finished t.he subjects opened ·the 
. 
envelope ·on the table and filled the questionnaire out. 
When the subject finished filling out the questionnaire 
__ he was allowed to leave. - ., 
. ., 
. .. 
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RESULTS 
.ef:- ~-JhEfh. ·all. ·t·he: data wa.s col lee ted, the pos i t1on of the 
s:ub_j ea.ts line mqrking was measured with a ·ruler, expressed 
in- mt:11 imeters and tabulated. The number of words used 
·r.· 
.r"'c}: 
'b:y· ·the subjects to describe the events was counte,d and 
tabulated, These tables are presented 1n Tables 2 and 3. 
A three way analysis of variance was performed for both 
the duration estimates and the storage size data. Resid-
ual error variance was taken as the appropriate error term 
under the condition that it be assumed that there is no 
effect of the specific order sequences chosen and that 
there are no treatment by sequence interactions. lf these· 
assumptions are in fqct violated, the effect is t6 increase 
• 
the f ratios perhaps leading to spurr1ous significarice. 
Qn~ subject failed to give a storage size estimate., result-
~n~ in an N of 5 for Group 1 for the analys_is-. of variance. 
Analysis of variance tables a.re given in Ta.bles 4 and 5. 
For the dur~tion estimates none of the tests were signifi-
cant ~at the .05 level. For the storage size data, the test 
· . o~ the ·order effect was significant; p<.025, f=6.25, df· 
Ji 1.39. The.·mean for the ordered cond1t1o~ was JJ.9 and for 
the random c·o-nd.1 t1on 1 t was 25. 2. The test· of the order by 
attention: instruction interaction was significant at the 
· .05 level (f=4.20, d.f 1.39). The test of the attention in-
struction by attention stimulus interaction was significant 
22. 
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70 
.. 80 
Mean 110.2 
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TABLE 2 
EXPERIMENT I 
DURATION ESTIMATE DATA 
Gr·oup Number 
3 4 5 
.. :8:5, 133 111 
.109 69 121 
1.:~:9 97 120 
160 'I 74 91 
99 .. 63 160 
66 82 56 
109.7 108.0 86.3 109.8 
.. 
:, 
2.3. 
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":'"· .. 
6 7 .. 8, 
80 137 5·0 
148 96 27 
112 109 105 
87 102 81 
161 38 161 
116 121 133 '-
117.3 100.5 92.8 .. 
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TABLE 3 
EXPERIMENT I 
STORAGE SIZE DATA 
Group Number 
3 4 5 :6 
45, 43 15 -2:.0 
2·3 46 37 1:1 . . . ' - . . . : 
·, 
·3a 50 49 22 
:3"9 ·3a 49 19 
1'3 42 40 57 
·26 12 43 17 
:• 
31.0 38. 5 30.7 24.J 
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2.5 14 
18 17 
6 9 22 
17 44 
22 8 
9 25 
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TABLE 4 
EXPERIMENT I 
t .. 
_o; 
,.Ana.'l::yr··s;t,.s pf Variance Summary Tqble for Duration Estimates 
Source Sum or· Squares df .Iwlee.n Square f 
Total 66,85,0.67 ·47 
Ord.er 30. 083 1. :1 · JO. 08 J .019 
Attention 2,640.333 l 2,640.333 1.69 
.Stimuli 374.083 l 374. 08J 1.24 
. 
Ord .• X Attn. 52 •. 084 .. l 52.084 .OJ 
Ord. !x St1m. 363.001 1 363.001 · .23 
Attn. X St1m .• 990.083 1 990.083 .64 
26.999 l ' .017 .. O.rd .• X Attn . X Stim. 26.999 
Error 62,374.004 40. 1,559.35 
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TABLE 5 
EXPERIMENT I 
. ! 
Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Storage S1z.e Data 
Source Sum of Squares df 
Total 8 , 9 31. 7 41.,-7 46 
Ord.er s90. 2aa·2 l 
Attn. 373.7664 l 
Stirn. 152.0273 l 
Ord .• xAttn. 598.7583 l 
Ord.xStim. 22.7019 l 
Attn.xStim. 1,335.2010 l 
Ord.xAttn.xStim. 3.1349 l 
Error 5,555.8667 39 
26. 
IVIean Square .f 
890.2882 6.2.5 
37~64 2.62 
152.0273 1.07 
598.7583 4.20 
22.7019 .16 
1,335.2010 9.37 
, 
3.1349 .022 
142.4581 
,, 
' I' '• 
I , 
p 
P<. 025 . 
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p(.05 
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::F-t_t·, :t-:n.e:, .Od5 level (f=9.J7, df 1.39)., 1 The means for these 
._1-_nt:.era..ct_·ions a.re given in Tables 6 and 7. 
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TABLE 6· 
EXPERIMENT I 
STORAGE SIZE 
::·•· 
Inter~ctibn o~ Order and Attention Instructions 
.·Random 
Ord.ered 
Positive Attention 
Instructions 
33.27 
31.58 
28. 
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TABLE 7 
EXPERIMENT I 
STORAGE SIZE 
.. 
Interaction of Attention Instructions 
and Attention Stimulus 
Positive Attention Non Attention 
Instructions Instructions 
Pre·sent 40.00 23.42 
Absent 25.42 J0.08 
.. 
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DISCUSSION 
·· .. The finding that there was no order effect does not 
:a:g.r.ee with .the finding of Ornstein ( 1969). lie found that 
·random ordering of stimuli led to longer perceived dur-
ations t.han the regular ordering. Also the hypothesized 
effects of attention and order and the interaction between 
order and attention instructions did no'appear· in the dur-
ation estimate data. The storage size data shows the ef-
fect of order, which was· expected,. on the. basis of Ornstein' s 
work. It shows an interaction between order and attention 
instructions, which was not expected. The ordered non-
attention group used fewer words than the other groups. 
It also shows an interaction between attention instructions 
. ·and the presence of the attention st1mul1. This showed 
that the number of words used by the subjects depended 
conjointly on the attention instructions and on the presence 
of the attention stimulus. 
These findings, for the· d·uration estimates and the 
,storage sizes, taken together, suggested that per~aps the 
manipulation of the conditions was having effects, as was. 
shown by the analysis of variance for the storage size 
data. These effects were not shown· in the analysis of 
variance for the duration estimates. This ·unexpected 
finding was contrary to Ornstein (1969). A possible 
J 30. 
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.tlO,U'!'.c'e. for· t.hi.:$: l.ack, of effects in the dura.tion estimates 
.is· e,~cessive r.~_hdom error in the data. This coul.d, result 
in the· effects of the stimulus order, attention instruc-
t:ions, · and their interaction being masked by excessive 
va.r1ance, ·resulting in nons1gn1f1cance. A hypothesis 
tenable under these results 1s that third factor, uncon-
trolled for, may be disturbing the close relation between 
duration estimates and storage sizes. This factor might 
be a lack of und.erstanding on the part of subjects on how 
to mark the duratioQ question. The subjects were high 
school students and may not have understood the dti.ratiorr 
estimate question, resulting in random responding. In 
the next experiment this source of error was controlled 
by reverting to using wording for the duration estimate 
question which was found by Ornstein (1969.) to be clearly 
,· 
understood. by the subjects. Two ·test ... · items were also 
includ.ed to b~ sure that the subject understood the in-
structions. 
If these findings are replicable, that -there are 
differences in storage size and no corresponding differ-
ences in duration estimates, another hypothesis consis-
tent with Ornstein is possible. This 1s that duration 
' 
estimates are not closely enough correlated to storage 
size to give the same results, thus allowing different 
I results for the analyses of var1anc·e. Ornstein' s theory 
31. 
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ia ·that :dur~tion estimates are solely a function' of stor~ 
·:·.· 
a.-ge size. I:n. order to maintain this theory in the face 
of non-correspondences between the storag~ size and dur-
.. :·at ion estima.tes, 1 t would have .to be true ·that al though. 
• 
ator~ge size and duration estimates ar_e not very closely 
.f' 
·r·elated, d.urat1on estimates are not a.t all. related to 
other factors. 
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EXPERIMENT II 
METHOD 
~~ubJec!s: Forty eight Lehigh University introduc-
tory psychology students were used as subjects. These 
·. ·$·t.ud.ents could. p·erform as experimental subjects in ·lieu 
o.f writing a. term paper as a. course requirement. Subjects 
• f 
· ·were_i assi-gned. t·q the same eight cond1 tions in the same 
fa$h1on as in the previous experiment. 
Materials: The same eight presentation·tapes were 1 
used, as in the previous· experiment. 
,· 
AI1 .other materials 
wer~,also the same except the questionnaire, in which the 
duration estimate question was clarified •. Two test ques-
tions f·o·r the duration estimate were also used to be sure 
that the :subject·s understood how· to mark the duration 
estimate question. See Appendix II for this questionnaire. 
Procedure: The same procedure was used as in the 
previous experiment. 
,. 
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RESULTS. 
1fuen all th.e: subjects were run, the d.ura.tion estimate 
markings were measured and the data tabulated, and the 
number of words used in the storage size descriptions were 
counted and. tabulated. These data are presented in Tables 
8 a.~d. 9. ·A three way analysis of variance was performed 
on the durat1on:est1mates and another for the ~torage :size 
data. ·The results of these analyses of variance are given 
in Tables 10 and 11. For the duration es~imates and for 
the storage size data none of the tests r~ached signifi~ 
• 
cance at the .05 level. All the subje_cts marked the dur-
ation estimate test questions on the correct sides, indi-
cating that there was -no failure to und.erstand how to mark 
the duration estimate question. 
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1 
7·0: 
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·i.o) 
55 
65 
82 
81 
Means 76.0 
• 
2 
125 
80 
115 
62 
105 
81 
TABLE 8 
EXPERIMENT II 
DURATION ESTIMATE DATA 
Group Number 
3 4 ·5 
.80 49 159 
, ' . . . . . ~ 
74 81 ·7:J 
,· 
53 68 83 
110 . 81 78 
63 119 63 
96 81 97 
94.6 79.l ?8.6 93.5 
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6 
120 
124 
105 
.51 
28 
80 
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TABLE 9 
EXPERIMENT II 
. 
STORAGE SIZE DATA 
Group Number 
1 ,2 3 4 5· 
:31. -3:·s, 17 145 
i 33 
·7·0 :39 14 63 28 
.. -.~: 
~- 30:· 29 57 69 Jl 
:95: 18 '79' ·:l,9 67 
:7:8 ll6 39· 3'.J 44 
,48 55 59 35 42 
Means 58.6 32.5 44.2 47.J 40.8 
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TABLE 10 
EXPERIMENT II 
DURATION ESTIMATES · 
Analysis of Variance Summary 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 
Total 32,315.917 47 
Order 56.3333· l 56.3333 
' 
Attention 1,825.3333 1 1,825.3333 
Stimulus 70.0833 1 70.0833 
Ord.xAttn. 420.0828 1 420.0828 
Ord.xStim. 1,587.0001 1 1,587.0001 
Attn.xStim. 645.3333 1 645.3333 
Ord.xAttn.xSt1m. . 60.7506 1 60.7506 
Error 27.651.0003 40 691.2750 
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TABLE 11 
EXPERIMENT II 
STORAGE SIZE DATA 
-•,· 
Analysis of Variance Summary 
S-'·otlrce Sum of Squares df Mean Square 
:Total 18,077~9712 47 
Order 487.6875 
c 
l 487.6875 
Attention 50.0208 l 50.0208 
Stimulus 1,054.6875 l 1,054.6875. 
Ord.xAttn. 42 •. 187 5 l 42.1875 
Ord .• xStim. 54.1875 1 54.1875 
Attn.xStim. 623.5209 l 623.5209 
Ord.xAtt.xStim •. 667.1875 -1 667.1875 
Error ·15,09~.5000 40 377.4625 
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DISCUSSION 
The ·fa:11ure to find significant effects in the dur-
·aJ;i.on e-stlma.te d.ata for el ther order or attention, w1 th 
·:·, 
·no evid.ence for a lack of understanding on the pa.rt of the 
subjects, is quite puzzling. A possible explanation may 
lie in the suggestion that the five minute white noise 
interval may be a poor standard. There may be'1nd1v1dual 
d.ifferences of considerable ma.gni tude in responses to 
white noise. .If some subjects daydream extensively and 
others do not, this could lead to individual differences 
1n the perception of its apparent length.· If these sug-
gestions are correct, the use of a white noise stand.ard 
would result in a non-standard standard and excessive ran-
dom error as appeared in tire anaiys1~ of variance. 
Anothe_r· 'possible explanation for the findings .above. 
·th·!~t there 1-s n:o order effect 1.ri the duration estimate 
data, is that this effect may be method d.ependent a.nd will 
not show up in a between subjects design. This dependency 
ma.y ,result from a contrast effect which can only appear· 
,, 
·with a within subjects design as was used by Ornstein 
(1969). It may also result from an a priori bias on the 
_ pa.rt of the .§.s to ma.rk the random interval as longer. 
Wrien subjects could directly compare the length-of the 
. . 
ordered and random.segments it is possible that their re-
sponse that the ordered segment 1s shorter· may result from 
39. 
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·t:he a pr_i·ori "ljfas suggested and hence may -not accurate!y 
reflect the actual perceived duration. 
Experiment III will attempt to assess whether white 
no.ise is a· poor standard by substituting a. f1 ve minute 
segment of ~lassical music as the standard. brnstein 
used a .five minute segment of classical music as a stan--
dard in his experiment VII (1960). It was·found to be 
satisfactory as a standard and led to stable enough rep-
resentations. that the effects of the variables were not 
obscured by excessive random error. If the music s·ebment 
·· is a better standard than the white noise, reduction of 
the segment of the error variance which 1s due to var1-~ ., . ' 
ations in the perception of the standard will take place, 
perhaps leading ·to statistical significance. 
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EXPERIMENT III 
IvIETHOD 
Subjects: Forty eight Lehigh University introductory· 
psychology students were used under the same conditions 
as in Experiments I and II. 
Mqterials: The same stimulus materials were used as 
in Experiments I and II except that a five minute period 
of classical· mu·s·ic was substituted for the five minute 
wh.i te noise segment. This music was the first five minutes 
ot the first movement of Mendelsohn's Fourth Symphony. 
The word "music" wa.s substituted for·"sh ·sound." in the 
general 1nstr.uct1ons and. the questionnaire was changed 
a.ccordin,'slY. Several questionnaire 1 terns were added. A 
question designed to assess the hypothesized a priori bias 
was inserted, as was a question on storage size .for the 
music period. Two questions on attention were. added: 
attention actually paid was assessed and the subjects 
pe~ception of the degree of attention expected by the ex-. 
perimenter was also assessed. An estimate of the total 
number of stimuli was also asked. A copy·of this q~es-
tionnaire is g1v~n in Appendix III. 
Procedure: The procedure rema1ried the same as in 
Experiments I and II. 
! 
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RESULTS 
Af·ter a·1·1 t.-h·e testing of subjects had· been completed, 
t·h_e =d~urat:iort' est.imate line· markings were measured, the 
~ · ·st.-'ora.g.e: .-s_i.ze. es·t1ma.tes counted, and all the data tabulated. 
. 
The.s-e ··re··s1ilts· are shown 1.n: Tables 12 to 19.. The pleasant-
. nes-s scor.~--s 1-n Tf;lbl·e 1.8 .have been transformed by adding ·.3 
to_ :each sc:·ore i·n. o-rd~r ·to eliminate negative numbers. An 
~n$.lys_is 'Cif ·va.ria.:n=C::e ·was computed for eaoh of the seven 
t·ypes of rlatA.. Summary ·tables for these analyses of· vari-
ance are given in ·Ta.bl es 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, an·d 26. 
for, respectively, duration estimates, storage size for 
the sound period, storage size for the music period., esti-
mate -of number of stimuli, attention paid, attention ex-
pected by the experimenter, and overall pleasantness • 
. There were no .effects which reached the • 0 5 level of-
s.1:gn1 f 1cance in the duration estimate d.ata. 
,. 
j 
The storage size data for the souna.s· period was found 
. 
to have two effects reaching the .05 level of significance. 
' ' 
These were the effect of the attention instructions by 
stimulus presence interaction (p<.05, f=4.20, df 1.40) 
and the effect of the triple interaction (p(.05, f=4.2?, 
:cir . 1 • 4o > • 
I 
• 
There were no significant differences in the storage 
data for the music period. 
For the d.irect estimate measure of the number of stim-
. ul 1 .experienced, there were no significant differences. 
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TABLE 12 
EXPERIMENT III 
DURATiON ESTIMATE DATA 
G:roup Number 
~-
·;.:! 4 s 
9tl: 
·101 
99 :lOil. 
.ll? 
100 
131 
12.3 
··1.·00· 
130 · 83 
122· 153 
103 
124 --
78 
101 
134 
6 .·7 
194 129 
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92 
101 
101 
85 96 
100 167 
118 140 
8 
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65 
14J 
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rrABLE 13 
'EXPEi1IMENT III 
S.'J:'ORAGE SIZE DATA FOR THE SOUND PERIOD 
Group Number 
l 
2·3. 
3,3 
3'<) 
. -46 
'7:_9 
3.4.. 
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9·: 
:3..:_3 
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8il 
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Jl 
16 41 
.. 
6, :, 7 
29 ·J8 
28 56 
JO 
18 
23 
18 
28 
46 
29 
17 
. 8' 
48 
·51 
67 
72 
26 
Jl 
Means. 40.8 Jl.5 · 46.'l 37.2 47.8 24.J ·JS.7 49.2 
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EXPERIMENT III 
~TORAGE SIZE DATA F'OR THE t-iUSIC PERIOD 
Group Number 
1 2 •' 3· 4 .5 6 
16 
.5 . :1 .. 9 37 2'6. 7 
17 l'l 24 19 7 22 
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~'3 3:.9. 29 13 14 
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i5 22. 2 11 2? 21 
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TABLE 15 
EXPERIMEI~T III 
·· _E.$:TIMATE OF STir~ULUS IN"f>UT 
.2 
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59.7 
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EXPEftIMENT III 
EST\I .. MAT.ES OF DEGREE OF AT'l'ENTION PAID 
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EXPERIMENT III 
..tt$::'r·I~1ATES OF DEGREE OF ATTENTION EXPECTED 
BY '11.HE EXPERI~IENTER 
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DURATION ESTIMATES 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY 
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EXPERIMENT III 
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STORAGE SIZE FOR MUSIC PERIOD 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY 
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EXPERIMENT III 
ESTIMATE OF STIMULUS INPUT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square 
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EXPERIMENT III 
REPORTS OF ATTENTION- PAID . 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY -~· 
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EXPEl1IMENT III 
PERCEIVED DEGREE OF ATTENTION EXPECTBD· 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY 
.Sourc~ Sum of Squares df Mean Square f 
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There were no d.1fferences reaching the • 05 level Of 
' $_1.gn1f1cance in the reports of the a.mount of attention 
paid to s·timul·i ~ 
1
· Es·tim~tes of the Ss perception of the ·aegree of ~tten-
- I 
tion dema.nded by the experimenter showed two main effects. 
i 
. Ss tn the ordered condition perceived that the experimen-
- . 
. 
ter rl,ema.nded more attention of them than th·e subjects in 
• 
1the :random cond.1t1on (p<.025, f=?.105,· df 1,40). Ss. in 
-
. . 
,t·he . pos 1 ti ve attention condition corre·ctly und.erstood 
that the experimenter demanded closer attention of them 
. . 
than the non-attention group (p<.001, f=14.82, df 1,40). 
.. 
The· pleasantness data showed an interaction between 
attention instructions and attention stimulus presence 
, I (p<.001, f=l5.80, df 1,40). 
There was no difference-between the·number of sub-
jects who predicted the random sequence as longer and the 
number of subjects who pr~dicted the ordered sequence as 
·~~ 
: longer. 
A point biserial correlation coefficient was computed 
to see if there is any relation in the data between the. 
duration perceived, the order predicted to be longer and 
the order received by the subject •. 
computation was rpt•bis = -.0077. 
The result of this 
A small tendency for the subjects to predict their 
own cond1t1on as longer was found. A-~ coefficient was 
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I There were no differences reaching the .05 level of 
"' 
' 
significance in the- reports of the amount of attention 
paid to stimuli. __ 
Estimates of the Ss perception of the degree of atten-
-
tion demanded ·by the experimenter showed two main effects. 
Ss 1n the ordered condition perceived that the exper1men-
-
ter clema.nd.ed more attention of them than the suqjects 1n 
the random cond.1t1on (p<.025, f=?.105, df 1,40). Ss in 
-
the pos 1 ti ve attention cond1 t1on correctly und.erstood 
that the experimenter demanded closer attention of them. 
than the non-attention group (p<.001, f=l4.82, df 1,40). 
The pleasantness data showed an interaction between 
attention instructions and attention stimulus presence 
(p<.001, f•l5.80,·df 1,40). 
. There was no-u difference- between the number of sub-
jects who predicted ~he random sequence as longer and the 
· number of: subjects who pred1.cted. the ordered sequence as 
longer. 
A point biserial correlation coefficient was computed./ 
to see if there is any relation in the data between the· 
duration perceived, the order predicted to be longer and 
the ord.er received by the subject •.. ·· The result of · this 
computation was rpt•bis = -.0077. 
·A small tendency for the subjects to predict their 
own condition as longer was found. A~ coe:f:ficient was 
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computed for these data. The result was ~=.25, P<.10. 
Correlation coefficients were computed between dur-
ation estimates and the following ~atas storage size for 
_ the sound.s period, storage size for the music per19d,. per-
ceived degree of attention expected by the exper1ment~r, 
and attention actually paid by the subject. Respectively 
these product moment r's are -.174, ·(N.s.) -.288 ·(p<.05), 
· -.J46 (p(.02)··, and -.120. (N.S.) 
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DISCUSSION 
We are most puzzled at the results of this experi-
ment. It was expected that the classicai music standard• 
e. very 11stena.ble piece, wobld. result in more stable per-
ceptions of its length. This was expected to lead to less 
error variance and hence to.higher f ratios and to sig~ 
n1f1ca.nce. We have not been able to detect the effect 
of stimulus order in any of our three experiments. If 
anything 1 t seems the effect of ord.er ha.s grown smaller 
in spite of our efforts to replicate this finding. Our 
failure to find any support for the order effect which 
Ornstein found sugg·ests that this effect may be specific 
,~ 
to the within subject design which Ornstein used. · If this 
is indeed ':the case the general! ty o-f Ornsteins theory is · 
severely limited. In Ornstein's ,Experiment III, subjects 
perceived both orders of the stimuli and directly compared 
·their length. A contrast effect, specific to these two 
~ 
stimuli may have caused these results. 
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\ The previously hypothesized memories for the duration/ \ 
of mental operations, which are associated. in memory to 
the memory of the mental operations, may be relied upon 
much more w~en the subject knows that a duration judgment 
~" ~ ; 
will occur in the future. '!'his could result because the 
su,bjeot has the opportun1 ty to more carefully store these 
memories of duration •. Thus in subjects not expecting a 
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duration jud.gment, the size of memories of the mental · 
operations may be relied upon much more heavily than the 
memories of the durations of the operations, s~e these 
memories of duration ought to quickly fade unless care-
fully coded. If the subject has to make a duration judg- · 
ment without preknowledge, he may have no basis for this 
,i . 
judgment in stored memo-ries of d.ura.tion. This could 
necessitate that the subject rely on the memories of the 
mental ope~ations performed, as Ornstein suggests, as 
the· basis for an inference of elapsed duration. 
Al though 1 t may make the demonstrati·on of the effects· 
of the input register more d.1ff1cult, since the subject 
at worst may have no basis at all for a duration judgment 
· other than storage size, our subjects were not informed 
·that a duration judgment would be required. Ornstein did 
not in:form his subjects that a time judgment would be ex-, 
a .. • 
-· 
pected and.it was felt that it was important toke~p the 
~-
~-
~-
. experiments comparable. Also, counting, foot tapping~ 
and. other means. of .time estimation not based on the ex- I 
/. 
perimental manipulations would .be used by the subjects so 
informed. For these reasons, we informed our subjects 
that the purpose of the study was a study of physiologi-
cal and cogn1t1ve response to noise pollution. We con-
sider that the effect of knowledge of task 1s an important 
direction of further study for our model. 
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It .m~y h9.Ve been tha.t our manipulation of the atten-
tion instructions was ineffective. If subjects perceived 
that they could. ignore the stimuli and .. only needed to 
listen for the attention stimulus, then the subjects in 
the positive attention-condition were nearly as free to 
daydreRm as those in the non-attention condition. This 
a.a.yd.reaming act1 vi ty could be expected to add to the 
storage size for the period, particularly in the ordered 
sequence condition. Thus, a smaller storage size for the 
· sounds in the ord.ered cond.1 t1on might be· counterbalanced 
_) 
by e. greater. storage size for da.y d~eam1ng which would 
lead to no difference betwe~n-the random and ordered con-
ditions in storage size. 
We were surprised to find the point biserial r·to 
be as low as it was. 7 It was supposed that if a person 
. 
. 
received the ordered sequence and perceived it as longer 
than the stand.a.rd, in order to be consistent, he ought to 
·.' 
predict that the ordered sequence would be longer than 
the random sequence. We found no tendency for consistency/ 
in the subject's responses to appear:at one or the other 
end. of the range of DE scores in this data.. We are led 
to believe by this finding of no relationship that either 
the duration estimates or the prediction of which,: order 
would be longer is independent of the order rece1 ved. -It . 
·~ 
.. _ ... .- . 
'• ,,. 
..... ·... -
.' .. _. 
V • 
: .)·: .· g was found· in the phi coer·r1c1ent calculation that the 
·, ~ , Iii ~: ._ r ., .... ·.:- · 
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subjects pred.1ct1on of which sequence would be longer bore 
some relation to the type of order received by the sub-
ject. We suspect tha.t the data which -is ind.ependent in 
the point biserial r computed is the duration estimate 
data, because r was so low but yet the phi wa.s ·moderate • 
The result of the correlation coefficient calculated 
between the storage size ror the sounds period and the. 
) 
duration estimates was surprising. We had expected to 
find this to be positive and significant. Instead we 
found a small negative relation, which did not reach the 
\ . ~ 
.05 level of significance. ·This result suggests to us 
that under our cond1t1on_s, storage size for the sounds 
period does not appear to co~trol the associated duration 
estimates. We are thus suspicious that storage size as 
mea.sure.d by written descriptions of the sounds interval 
. ( 
may not be a controlling variable of duration estimates 
gathe~ed under our conditions. It may be true that 6ur 
duration estimate data 1s essentially independent of the 
,-• 
exper~mental conditions. It does not appear to b~ com-. 1 
. . 
pletely random oata, however, since we found. that duration. 
estimates correlated w1th,storage size for the music 
period. This finding tends to support Ornstein~s work. 
' 
If Ornste1n's theory is assumed, we would then regard a 
,,. 
low number of words written about the music as evidence 
that the music period ·was perceived as short. If the -. 
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music period 1s perceived as short (few words used) then 
the duration estimate for the sounds period ought to be 
longer since the music period is the standard for the 
~ 
duration estimate. This explains why the correlation 
coefficient was negative. 
Individual differences between the subjects may ao-
count for the variation in the duration estimate data • 
.. 
This is suggested by the finding of a sizeable negative 
correlation between the subjects perception of.the· degree 
of attention expected by the experimenter and duration 
estimates. This finding indicates that individual differ-
ences in the perception of the experimental conditions 
. 
wa.s af':fecting the subjects duration judgments, since no 
significant correlation ~as found between ratings of atten-
tion actually paid and duration estimates. 
In the final analysis we cannot consider either' our 
theory or Ornstein's theory to be strongly supported by ~- . 
• 
these a.a.ta.. The 11 ttle evidence we have suggests that 
duration estimates may be strongly affected by individual 1 
I 
differences. Therefore, a promising method of study 1n 
this area seems. to us one involving .1nd_1v1dual. differences. 
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1. Your name 
12. If the duration of the "sh" sound 1s represented, by this 
line 
Mark on this line now long the period of sounds follow-
ing the ''sh''· sound was in comparison to the "shn sound· 
which is represented by the top line. 
3. Describe in your own words as 1-r you we~e tell.1ng a 
friend the events which took place between the start 
of,._ the· sounds and- the end·) of the sounds. --
• 
• l • '.\ 
,\.' 
,.:--.·. 
l ,. 
!. . 
.. ~ . 
.-·· 
·-" 
\• 
• .. :- -~-.. ' 
4. How pleasan~ w~s the experimen~ overall7 
Oircle one • ' ·· 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
ver, 
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0 l 2 
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5. How many different sounds were there? 
Briefly descr1 be the s 1ounds you heard. 
" .'}i_ 
I. 
·/ 
.. 
) 
6. Give a brief description of the overall emotional.:~. 
reaction generated by the sounds. · · 
.:.·· 
.7. How many times was the typical sound presented? 
Did this vary between sounds 
. · To what extent? 
8 .... Comments 
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Thank you. Please give this questionnaire to the experi-
menter. 
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On this sheet given a line which represents the length 
of the first interval in which you heard the "sh" sound, 
please indicate how long the second interval in which you 
heard the various sounds seemed to you, relat.ive to the 
first o The le11gth of the first interval 1a represented by 
the top lineo If you felt that the second interval was· 
longer than the first, mark-off a line segment on the bottom 
line which is longer than the top lineeif you felt that the 
second interval was shorter than the first~ make a mark on 
the bottom line shorter than the top. If you felt that they 
were about the same length, make the lines equal 1n length. 
first interval 
(''sh II sound) 
second 1nte1"val 
· (various ----------------------
sounds) 
So that we can be sure that you have understood the 
above question properly and have correctly indicated your 
.. judgment, please suppose that the seoonq. intez,,al was 
· ; .. about one and a ·half times longer. than the firs~ interval •. 
. ,, 
Indio&te this judgment on these lines. 
first interval 
,second interval 
t I l• 
Suppose the·· second 1nterv@.l was only ha1:r as long as 
the·f1rst. Mark the line t0 indicate that fact. 
first _interval. 
seoond·interval 
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1. Describe 1n your own words as if your were telling a 
friend the events which took place between the start of the 
sounds and the end o-r the sounds • 
~- •·. 
2. How pleasant wa·s the experiment overall? 
Circle one. 
-5 -4 -3 -2 ~l .o 
very 
·unpleasant 
1 2 :, 4 5 
· · . · ·_ · ·-:· . -~ ve ey -4-
p le a·s an-~ 
· 3. How many-different sounds were there? 
Briefly describe the sGunds_7ou heard. 
\ 
. 
. . 
·o 
. ~ 
f. 
4. Give ·a ·brie:r description of the overall emet1enal. 
r~act1can generated b7, the sounds.·· 
. 
· 5. How many times was th~ typical sound present~~? 
.Did- this vary between sounds? ____ _ 
To what extent? _. 
.. 
6. Comments 
·~·...., 
... 
.· ... 
,. .~.. ~· ··.:· ... :..-•; 
7. Your name 
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·I 
I 
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, 8. Thank 7ou. Please giv~ this questionnaire to the. exper1 .. 
menter. · 
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On this-sheet given a. line which represents the 1ength 
of the first interval 1n which you heard the music, please 
indicate how long the second 'interval in which you heard 
the various sounds seemed to youi relative to the ~irst. 
The length of the first interval is represented by the top 
lineo If you felt that the second interval was longer than 
the first,ma.rk of:-r a l1ne-,s~gment,···on·.the~.--bottom-1 11ne which 
is longer than the top line~ If you felt that the second 
interval was shorter than the :fi.rst, make a mark: on the 
bottom line short·er than the top® If you felt that they 
were about the same length, make the linea equal in length. 
first interval 
(music) 
second interval 
(various sounds) 
So that we can be sure that you have -unders:tood:the" 
above question properly·and' ·have.· oer~ectlry-I.1nd1ca.ted ·your judgment 0 please suppose that the second interval was about 
one and a half times longer than the first interval.Indicate 
this .~judgment en the,se lines~\ 
first interval 
second 1nterva1 · 
------------------------
Suppose the second interval was only hal~ as long ~s 
the ~1rst. Mark the line to indicate tha~ tao~. 
firs~ interval 
aeoond interval ______________ .._ ...... __________ _ 
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1 •. Describe in your own words, as if you were telling a 
friend, · the event·a which took: p1aoe after the music, 
between the start of the sounds and the end or the sounds. 
2. Describe the music in your own words, as 1r· you were ·t.1 :::1 
telling a friend. 
·1 ·. 
: 
i 
~: 
l· 
3. How much attention did you feel th·e experimenter wanted. " 
you to pay to the sounds which came a~ter·the music? 
Circle one. 
1. none at a11 
2. a little 
3. somewhat more than a little 
4. a great deal. 
5. perfect and total attention 
.4. How ciosely did you pay attent1on and listen to the var-
ious sounds which were presented after the music :period? 
Circle oneo It is okay if the answer to #4 differs from the 
answer to #3o 
1. 
. ' 
,, 2. 
; 
3. 
. . 
4. 
: 
5. 
6. 
e, 7. 
I did not listen at all and paid no attention to· 
the soundso . 
I listened very little of the time and paid "Qnly a 
little attention to- the soundso . 
I listened some-of the time and paid attention to 
less than half. of the sounds o . 
• I 
I listened ablut half of the time and paid atten~. 
tion to about halr·of the soundso 
I.list~ned·more than half of the time and paid atten--
tion to more than half of the sounds. 
I listened almost all the time and paid attention ta 
almost all the sounds. ~ 
I listened all the·t1me and paid perfect attent1'on 
to the sound~ 
5. How p1easant was the experiment overa11? 01rc1e one. 
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6. How many different sounds were there? 
7. Give a brier description of the overall emot1ena1 reao-
tion, if any, generated by the sounds. 
i) 
·~: 
8. Assume you were 1n an experiment in which five sounds 
were each presented five times to you in two dif~erent 
orde~s, scrambled and ordered, at the rate of one soung. a 
secondo You heard twenty five sounds in a totally scrambled 
sequence and then twenty five sounds in twenty .five seconds 
1ft an ordered sequence composed of sound number one present-
ed five times and then sound number two five times, etco-
There was no music periode Which of these two orders do you 
think c· would lead to the greater feeling of length for 1 t 1 
Circle one. 
Scrambled . Ordered 
9. Estimate to the best of your ability the total number or . 
sounds which were p~esented to you in the sound presenta-
tion period~~which followed the music o If five different 
sounds were presented f'our::.t.imes each, . then the total number 
of sounds presented would be tw.enty sounds. Write -your es ti-
mate hereo ' 
- . 
10. --Oomments • 
. ~I 
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Print ·your name. 
Section number. 
Thank you. Please give th1a quest1enna1re to the experi-
menter·.· 
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Richard James Thomas, son of Dr. Franklin Thomas 
a.nd Ma.xine Thomas, was born 1n Washington, -D. C. on 
September 15, 1943. He went through the public school 
system of Prince Georges County, Maryland graduating 
·rrom Northwestern Senior High School in 1961. The ·same 
year he entered the University of Maryland, studying 
three and a half years there. He attended Hiram Scott 
College for one year and transferred to Ameri.can Un1-
vers i ty where after two years he was granted a B.A. in 
psychology· 1n 1968. While at American University he 
became a ~ember of Psi Chi, the National Honor Soc1~ty 
1n Psychology. Since enroll1~g in the Graduate School 
of Lehigh, ··he has been a departmental teaching assistant 
(1968-:1971) and presently h·olds an NSF Tra1neesh1p. 
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